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PART I

THE REFLECTOR SIGHT

1. The reflector sight is an optical instrument designed to produce a centre spot which indicates the direction in which the guns are pointing and an illuminated ring which acts as a scale for the purpose of estimating range and the amount of allowance required. The illumination is produced electrically and controlled by a dimmer switch. The bulb can be changed when necessary and care must be taken to insert the bulb so that the mark on the bulb corresponds to the mark on the holder. The sight is also fitted with a sun screen which can be turned up for use on bright days. All external glass surfaces must be kept clean and dry. No attempt should be made to dismantle the sight apart from changing the bulb. To secure the minimum illumination at night in order to avoid dazzle, the night filament should be turned up to maximum brightness, to warm it up evenly, and then dimmed as requisite.
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RANGE ESTIMATION

2. The reflector sight ring can be used for range estimation since it is of such a size that the distance between the ring and the sight centre represents 10 feet for every 100 yards range. Thus at 200 yards an aircraft of 20 feet wing span will just fill the radius and at 300 yards a 30-foot aircraft will just fill the radius, and so on, adding 10 feet to the radius for every 100 yards increase in range. It will be seen that by adding "0" to the radius of the ring we can obtain the range. The value of the radius can be obtained by comparing it with the size of the target aircraft.

GROUP CLASSIFICATION AND KEY RANGES

3. Aircraft can be classified into wing span groups starting at 30-foot wing span and increasing by 10-foot intervals, e.g., 30-foot Me. 109 E. and F.; 40-foot Hurricane; 50-foot Me. 110; 60-foot Ju. 88, etc.

4. There are three ranges which are the most important and these are 600 yards, 400 yards and 150 yards -- 600 yards is called the limiting range, 400 yards the effective range and 150 yards point-blank range.

RANGE ESTIMATION FOR AIR FIRING EXERCISES - SLEEVE TARGETS, (4 ft. low drag sleeve).

5. A 20-foot sleeve will occupy 1 rad. at 200 yards, 2/3 rad. at 300 yards and 1/2 rad. at 400 yards.

CONE OF FIRE

6. When a machine gun is firing the bullets do not travel along the same paths through the air due to the vibration of the gun and mounting. The bullets spread out and form a small cone called the cone of fire.

BULLET GROUP

7. The cross section of this cone at any range is called the bullet group for that range. A typical bullet group for a Browning gun in a turret mounting is 15 feet diameter at 400 yards. Other group sizes will be in direct proportion to the range, i.e., twice the range -- twice the bullet group. It must be realized that this group will only be covered after a burst of several seconds.

BULLET PATTERN

8. This is the total area covered by bullets when all guns in a turret are fired simultaneously. The size and shape of this pattern can be varied by adjusting the alignment of the guns so that the bullet groups of individual guns just touch or overlap each other depending upon the bullet pattern required.
GRAVITY DROP

9. Gravity drop is the distance the bullet falls below the line of the barrel due to the pull of gravity. This distance increases rapidly with increase of range. The approximate value at 400 yards for .303 ammunition is 5 feet. Gravity drop will decrease as the height at which firing takes place increases. Since all bullets are affected by gravity drop the effect is allowed for when harmonizing the sight. This enables the gunner to fire up to ranges of 600 yards without making any allowance for gravity drop when firing his guns.

HARMONIZATION

10. The process of harmonization of guns and sight is to adjust the guns so as to give the required pattern and to align the sight to the centre of the bullet pattern. In practice this is done by aligning the guns and sight on to marks painted on a board placed at a shorter range than the effective firing range.

BULLET TRAIL

11. Bullet trail is due to air resistance which reduces the speed of the bullet, and is seen by the gunner as a curve away from the sight centre towards the tail of his own aircraft if a tracer bullet is used. The amount of this trail depends upon the speed of the gunner's aircraft and the angle at which his gun is pointing. Allowance must be made for this effect when firing at a target by moving his guns towards the nose of his own aircraft. Typical allowances for bullet trail, when firing approximately on the beam, are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range (yards)</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>400</th>
<th>600</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 m.p.h.</td>
<td>1/8 rad.</td>
<td>3/8 rad.</td>
<td>5/8 rad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 m.p.h.</td>
<td>3/8 rad.</td>
<td>5/8 rad.</td>
<td>1 rad.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It will be sufficiently accurate to use the above allowances when firing at any angle within 45° either side of the beam position. It must be realized that the beam position extends all round the aircraft, i.e., vertically up and down as well as to either side.

DEFLECTION SHOOTING

PARALLEL COURSE SHOOTING

1. When the target is keeping station with the gunner's aircraft, the only allowance required will be that for bullet trail. If the target is approximately on the beam and overtaking the gunner's aircraft, allowance
must be made for his excess speed as well as for bullet trail. In either of these cases the allowance will be made by positioning the centre spot of the reflector sight ahead of the target. If, however, the gunner's aircraft is overtaking the target, the allowance for the excess speed is in the opposite direction to the allowance for bullet trail. It will depend upon the relative values of these allowances, whether the sight centre is placed slightly in front of, directly on, or behind the target aircraft. It must be realized that the above applies to aircraft on parallel courses, whether on the same level or on different levels.

THE ZONE SYSTEM OF ASSESSING THE SIGHTING ALLOWANCE

2. It must be clearly understood that this method is based on the assumption that the fighter is attacking by flying along a "Curve of Pursuit", i.e., with his guns bearing throughout.

3. The following allowances are to be used:

(a) When the fighter is seen in any position in the 10° cone round the dead astern line, allow $\frac{1}{3}$ rad. deflection.

(b) When the fighter is seen in the sector between 10° and 30° round the dead astern line, allow 1 rad. deflection.

(c) When the fighter is seen in the sector between 30° and 60° round the dead astern line, allow 2 rads. deflection.

(d) When the fighter is further from the dead astern line than 60° allow 3 rads. deflection.

4. In all cases the direction of the allowance will be with the centre spot between the target aircraft and the dead astern line of the gunner's own aircraft.

PART 3

TRACER AMMUNITION

1. At the present time there are two tracers in use for air gunnery. There are the 0.4 day trace and the 0.5 night trace, both of which burn to a range of 600 yards.

POINT-BLANK PATTERN

2. When the tracer bullets rise rapidly to the sight centre and remain in a cluster around the centre spot until they disappear, the tracer is indicating a point-blank shot. Whenever this is seen and wherever your guns are pointing, fire point-blank at the target until the pattern changes.
TRACER PATTERN PRODUCED BY GUN ROTATION

3. When the position of the fighter is such that an allowance is necessary, position the target in your gun sight according to the allowance given by the Zone System and keep it there. When within range, open fire. A tracer pattern will be seen converging on the sight centre and then moving away, indicating the allowance required. If necessary adjust your aim to bring the aircraft to the appropriate position on the trace, as given by the following rules.

PART 4

RULES FOR AIMING

CURVE OF PURSUIT ATTACK

1. These rules are applicable for an aircraft pressing home an attack along a curve of pursuit:

   (a) Recognize the aircraft.
   (b) Estimate the range.
   (c) Make the necessary zone allowance towards own tail.
   (d) At 600 yards fire a burst and note the end of the trace.
   (e) Keep firing with target at the end of the trace.
   (f) At 400 yards adjust aim to bring the target half way along the existing trace.
   (g) Maintain this aim and keep firing until the range closes to 150 yards. Then fire point-blank until the breakaway.
   (h) On breakaway build up a deflection of 1 rad. in the direction of the breakaway, firing continuously.

TARGET HOLDING OFF

2. When the target does not press home his attack the above rules can be used up to and including rule (d). Readjust the aim using the full accuracy possible by the tracer method. That is, if the range is 600 yards, place the target just inside the end point; if at 400 yards, place the target just over halfway along the trace; and if at 200 yards, just under halfway along the trace.

PARALLEL COURSE

3. Use rules (a) and (b) of Curve of Pursuit Attack and allow 2 rads.
ahead of the target aircraft and correct aim from trace.

BREAKAWAY

4. When the fighter is breaking away after an attack along a curve of pursuit or other attack which has brought him into point-blank range, he will break away suddenly. The immediate action by the gunner should be to swing the sight along the direction of the breakaway so as to overtake the target and build up a deflection of 1 rad., maintaining continuous fire throughout the whole breakaway. On the breakaway, the rear gunner should attempt to give the nose gunner warning of the breakaway.

5. The nose gunner should, if possible, deliver a burst over the outer shoulder of the enemy aircraft as seen from the front turret, holding a deflection of 1½ to 2 rads.

HEAD-ON ATTACK

6. Open fire at 1200 yards range with a point-blank aim and maintain this aim until the target aircraft breaks away. Build up as large a deflection as possible in the direction of the breakaway.

SHALLOW DIVE ATTACK

7. When the target aircraft attacks in a shallow dive and pulls up over the gunner's aircraft, aim 1 rad. above the target aircraft and increase this allowance as much as possible after the first three seconds until the target is lost. In general, a correction of aim will not be possible if the fighter breaks away down.

SHALLOW CLIMB ATTACK

8. For this attack allow 1 rad. below the target aircraft. Increase this allowance as much as possible after the first three seconds as the fighter will invariably break away down. (In all frontal attacks open fire at extreme range, i.e., 1200 yards).

GROUND STRAFING

9. Ground strafing to be effective must be carried out at low altitudes. The front gunner should open fire with a deflection of 2 rads. short of the target and increase this deflection as the target is approached.

10. The rear gunner should open fire with a deflection of 3 rads. beyond the target and reduce this deflection as the range increases.

11. The above deflections can be corrected by adjusting the end point of the trace on to the target since the observed end point of the trace will always be at the range of the target.
**Fig. A—Tracer Pattern, Guns Stationary**

1. Figure shows tracer pattern produced by two stationary guns, firing G. Mk. IV tracer, when sight is mounted above guns and harmonized for 400 yds. range (see A.D. 2175).

2. Same pattern is produced if guns are firing directly ahead or astern from aeroplane flying straight. Air gunner can thus make a rough check on harmonization.

**Fig. B—Tracer Pattern, Guns Turning**

1. Figure shows plan and air gunner's view of short burst fired with guns turning to keep target steady in sight.

2. Each bullet travels straight, but appears to curve since air gunner's eye is turning.

3. To air gunner, bullets 8 and 7 which have just left gun, appear to be flying to sight centre (see A.D. 2175), and bullets 1 to 6, indicating directions of gun when each was fired, form a dotted line, showing direction of target's relative motion.

4. Line joining end point to sight centre thus shows direction in which bead must be set 'ahead' to allow for target's relative motion.

5. Notice that angle subtended at air gunner's eye by XY is angle through which sighting line has turned during time of flight of bullets to extinction range of 400 yds. This fact is used to estimate amount by which bead should be set 'ahead' (see sheet 3).

**Principles of Deflexion Fire (Free Gun)—**

**Theory of G. Mk. IV Tracer Ammunition**

See also A.P.1730B, Vol. I, Chap. i
FIG. A - SUCCESSIVE POSITIONS OF IDEAL AND REAL BULLETS FIRED SIMULTANEOUSLY

1. Since bullets are fired from a moving gun, actual bullet path is found by compounding muzzle velocity with own velocity. Both ideal and real bullets move along this same straight path.

2. Ideal bullet is unassisted by air and travels with constant velocity. Ideal bullet, therefore, remains on line of aim.

3. Real bullet is retarded by air and lags behind ideal bullet. Real bullet, therefore, departs from line of aim at rapidly increasing amounts.

PRINCIPLES OF DEFLLEXION FIRE (FREE GUN):--

BULLET TRAIL

See also A.P. 1720 B, Vol. I, Chap. I
THEORY OF G. Mk.IV TRACER AMMUNITION

PRINCIPLES OF DEFLXION FIRE (FREE GUN)

1. BEAD INDICATES LINE OF AIM. RING SUBTENDS FIXED ANGLE AT EYE, AND SERVES AS STANDARD FOR JUDGING DEFLXION ANGLE.
2. BEAD MUST BE SET "AHEAD" OF TARGET IN DIRECTION OF TARGET'S RELATIVE MOTION. ZY REPRESENTS DEFLXION ANGLE.
3. DEFLEXION ANGLE = TIME OF FLIGHT TO TARGET RANGE
   TRACER ANGLE = TIME OF FLIGHT TO 600 YDS. RANGE
4. SINCE BULLET SPEED IS NEARLY CONSTANT, TIME OF FLIGHT IS APPROXIMATELY PROPORTIONAL TO RANGE.
5. DEFLEXION ANGLE = TARGET RANGE
   TRACER ANGLE = 600 YDS. RANGE

1. TRACER BURST SHOWS IMMEDIATELY DIRECTION IN WHICH TO SET BEAD "AHEAD."
2. ANGLE REPRESENTED BY XY (CALLED TRACER ANGLE) IS ANGLE SIGHTING LINE TURNS THROUGH IN TIME OF FLIGHT OF BULLET TO 600 YDS. RANGE (SEE SHEET 1).
3. ANGLE BETWEEN SIGHTING LINE AND LINE OF AIM IS CALLED DEFLXION ANGLE.
4. NOTICE THAT DEFLXION ANGLE IS ANGLE SIGHTING LINE TURNS THROUGH DURING TIME OF FLIGHT OF BULLET TO TARGET RANGE.

See also A.P.1730B, Vol. I, Chap. I
NOTE: A. Diagrams show typical tracer patterns and approximate points at which target should be set for ranges of 200, 400, and 600 yards.

FOR PATTERN 1, POINT BLANK AIM IS SUFFICIENTLY ACCURATE FOR ALL RANGES.

B. DURING COMBAT, RANGE IS USUALLY CLOSING RAPIDLY AND IT IS NOT PRACTICABLE TO ADJUST AIM CONTINUOUSLY TO KEEP TARGET AT CORRECT POINT ON TRACER. UNDER THESE CONDITIONS, A SIMPLIFIED TECHNIQUE IS EMPLOYED (SEE A.D. 2176)

PRINCIPLES OF DEFLEXION FIRE (FREE GUN)

THEORY OF G. MK. IV TRACER AMMUNITION

See also A.P.1730B, Vol. I, Chap. I
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1. When target is seen, keep it on bead, identify type, and remember what fraction of ring it will fill when range is 600 yds.

2. When range is 600 yds, fire a short burst, keeping target steady in sight. Note position of end of trace relative to ring.

3. Set bead 'ahead' of target, so that target is in same position relative to ring as end of trace was.

4. Fire bursts, keeping target on end of trace, until range has fallen to 400 yds.

5. When range is 400 yds, set target half-way between bead and end of trace.

6. When range falls below 150 yds, ignore trace, and fire point blank.

Note - A. Technique shown applies when range is closing rapidly. Aim is adjusted twice and target is set slightly nearer bead than is correct for its range as range closes, however, target passes through bullet group.

B. If range is less than 600 yds, when target is seen, first burst should be fired as in 2, then bead set 'ahead' so that when fire is resumed, target is at that part of trace appropriate to its range.

C. With experience, an estimate of the deflexion angle can be made. First burst should then be fired with target steady in sight at assessed position. If necessary, target can then be brought to correct position on trace by a small adjustment of aim.

Principles of Deflexion Fire (Free Gun) -

Use of G. Mk. IV Tracer Ammunition

See also A.P. 1730B, Vol. 1, Chap. 1
**PRINCIPLES OF DEFLEXION FIRE (FREE GUN)**

**RANGE ESTIMATION**

See also A.P. 1730B, Vol. I, Chap. I

---

**NOTE:**

1. 50 M.P.H. RING SUBTENDS AN ANGLE OF 4 DEG. AT THE EYE, AND PROJECTED DIAMETER (IN FT.) = ONE FIFTH OF RANGE (IN YDS.).

2. DIAGRAMS ABOVE SHOW GUNNER'S VIEW OF AEROPLANES OF VARIOUS SPANS AT VARIOUS RANGES.

3. FRACTION OF RING FILLED BY AEROPLANE OF ANY SPAN AT ANY RANGE : 5 x SPAN (IN FT.)

   RANGE (IN YDS.)
REFLECTOR SIGHT. MK.III A.
FOR FREE GUN.